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https://az.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alvar_Aalto



“Compared to the urban environment, the 
spatial structure of the forest is typified by 
incomplete spatial confinement, free-flowing 
nature of space, layering of views in the 
depth direction, clustering of views and the 
nature of light. 

Although these features are rather general, 
they take on a variety of different forms in 
Finnish forests with their shifting spatial 
experiences.”

Lauri Louekari,
“Architecture of the Forest:,” 
Nordic Journal of Architectural Research, city: Nordic Association for Architectural Research, Volume 20, No 3, 2008



“The Nordic forest is distinguished by an 
interminable multitude of different 
phenomena…The ground is rarely 
continuous…The sky is hardly experienced 
as a total hemisphere, but is narrowed in 
between the contours of trees and rocks, 
and is moreover continuously modified by 
clouds…The sun is relatively low and 
creates a varied play of spots of light and 
shadow…”

Christian Norberg-Schulz, 
Genius Loci, Towards a Phenomenology of Architecture



https://www.visitfinland.com/article/finland-facts-faq/

https://www.oceansbridge.com/shop/artists/h/ham-har/hammershoi-vilhelm/from-nakkehoved-strand

https://www.thatericalper.com/2018/11/08/experience-nothing-a-clever-ad-for-tourism-in-finland/

The Forest 1892, Prince Eugen

Lake Keitele 1905, A Gallen-Kallela

Nakkehoved Strand, 1910, Hammershoi



https://www.reddit.com/r/trains/comments/9a7f9o/railway_line_in_finland_between_jyväskylä_and/
https://finlandnaturally.com/seasons/planning-on-visiting-finland-heres-what-you-can-expect/

Rail line between Jyväskylä and Pieksämaki



Light and Landscape
Spaces within spaces
Diverse views
Light from multiple sources
Changing light
The movement of people

Aalto’s Architecture
Variations within regularity
Improvisations on circumstance



https://www.archdaily.com/630420/ad-classics-viipuri-library-alvar-aalto/547e4908e58ece885e000010-looking-toward-the-c?next_project=no

Sketch by Alvar Aalto

Viipuri Library
Alvar Aalto, 1927 - 1935



https://twitter.com/archinect/status/638783219723313152 http://inrussia.com/the-vyborg-libraryhttps://www.studyblue.com/notes/note/n/history-midterm-2/deck/16921657Drawing by Ricardo Plowmen



http://ffden-2.phys.uaf.edu/211_fall2013.web.dir/KatrinaHowe/benefits.html



Pre-1940 photograph of the library adjacent to the Viipuri Cathedral

Image: The Finnish Committee for the Restoration of Viipuri Library
https://www.archdaily.com/630420/ad-classics-viipuri-library-alvar-aalto/547e4908e58ece885e000010-looking-toward-the-c?next_project=no



http://inrussia.com/the-vyborg-libraryhttps://www.wmf.org/project/viipuri-library



https://www.tokkoro.com/5238651-cloud-sky-morning-sky-cloudy-sky-rain-cloud-cloudy-overcast-davies-designs-photography-free-photo-fr.html

Alvar Aalto, 1964-1965

Seinajoki Library



https://larryspeck.com/photography/seinajoki-library/



http://arqbibliotecas.blogspot.com/2010/11/biblioteca-en-el-centro-civico-de.html



https://larryspeck.com/photography/seinajoki-library/





http://arqbibliotecas.blogspot.com/2010/11/biblioteca-en-el-centro-civico-de.html



https://www.tes.com/lessons/xTwJ406bMSIVRQ/history-greece-theatres

Mt. Angel Abbey Library
Alvar Aalto, 1963 - 1970

drawing by Alvar Aalto, Calascibetta, Sicily (1952)

https://www.atiner.gr/papers/ARC2013-0666.pdf



http://www.greatbuildings.com/cgi-bin/gbc-drawing.cgi/Mount_Angel_Library.html/Mt_Angel_Section.html

south north





https://www.alamy.com/stock-photo-mount-angel-abbey-library-designed-by-finnish-architect-alvar-aalto-139708405.html



https://chatterbox.typepad.com/photos/mt_angel_abbey_library/mt_angel_libary_03.html



Riola Parish Church
Alvar Aalto, 1927 – 1935
Riola, Italy



https://www.thelocalhostel.fi/en/jyvaskyla-2/

“Landscape is alive with 
energies… yet the most 
evident agent of vitality is 
light that pervades the 
land and sky.”

Tim Edensor


